Using EOCs for Epidemic Response: Virtual Public Health Emergency Management Training

Module 1: pre-module quiz

1. Apart from Management, what are the four standard functions of an IMS structure?

2. Which of these are NOT core concepts within an IMS? You may select multiple options (please circle or underline to indicate your response(s)).
   a. Provision of a system of shared and common terminology
   b. Ensuring financial independence of responders
   c. Establishing a clear chain of command
   d. Ensuring a manageable span of control
   e. Emphasizing hierarchy through rank

3. In your own words, describe what is meant by “span of control”.

4. Which of the below activities might be performed by the Planning Section? You may select more than one option (please circle or underline to indicate your response(s)).
   a. Developing an Incident Action Plans
   b. Managing supply chains for critical response equipment
   c. Defining response objectives
   d. Overseeing the After Action Review process
   e. Ensuring safety of all responders

5. Which section is responsible for activities such as budget management, procurement, and human resources?

6. What is the difference between “watch”, “alert”, and “response” modes within an EOC?

Please send completed quiz to your facilitator.